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Every individual has its own rights, and we should respect one another because it is also
their right to be respected. In the Philippine, every individual has a right. These rights are part of
what we called the “Human Rights”. Specifically in education, every student has its right. There
are laws that are implemented by the government that tackle about the rights of every student.
Before as we heard from our forefathers that their teacher before are very cruel. The students
before doesn’t have a right to complain from what they are suffering from their teachers until
there is a law that states the right of every student regarding to those teachers who are abusing
their positions, who harm their students easily. Before the students are just allowing their
teachers to do it to them but now in this time even a parent can be filed a case by the students or
children regarding this issue of harming them. If the teacher now a day is proven that she is
prone of harming her/his students, this teacher can be sent to jail. It is possible to teacher to
become a prisoner.
But sometimes those people who are powerful can buy justice. Even the government
officials are also payable by those powerful people. T his time there are rights of some people
that are being affected. Example of this is giving an amount of money to those people who are
handling some cases especially if their opponents are poor people. Sad to say that here in the
Philippines it is possible this is usually happened. As what I’ve heard from the news last week
that there are student had a rally against “Pnoy” .Having a rally is a right of every students to
express their sides as a student. One of those students who entered the rally is my friend. He said
that “Where is the promise of Pnoy na daang matuwid?” They had a rally regarding to the issue
of adding the years of the studying of the students in elementary and in high school. I answered
him a question, is it a right of a student or is it part of the human rights to have a rally? And he
answered me yes. According to him it is our right to complain for a certain administration if we
cannot agreeable with it.
This are just example of the human rights specially the rights of the student now a day.

